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Abstract
Safe is a first-order eager language with facilities for programmer controlled destruction and copying
of data structures. It provides also regions, i.e. disjoint parts of the heap, where the program allocates
data structures. The runtime system does not need a garbage collector and all allocation/deallocation
actions are done in constant time. The language is aimed at inferring and certifying upper bounds for
memory consumption in a Proof Carrying Code environment. Some of its analyses have been presented
elsewhere [8, 7]. In this paper we present an inference algorithm for annotating programs with regions
which is both simpler to understand and more efficient than other related algorithms. Programmers are
assumed to write programs and to declare datatypes without any reference to regions. The algorithm
decides the regions needed by every function. It also allows polymorphic recursion with respect to regions.
We show convincing examples of programs before and after region annotation, prove the correctness and
optimality of the algorithm, and give its asymptotic cost.
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Introduction

Safe1 [7] was introduced as a research platform for investigating the suitability of functional languages for
programming small devices and embedded systems with strict memory requirements. The final aim is to
be able to infer —at compile time— safe upper bounds on memory consumption for most Safe programs.
The compiler produces Java bytecode as a target language, so that Safe programs can be executed in most
mobile devices and web navigators.
In most functional languages memory management is delegated to the runtime system. Fresh heap
memory is allocated during program evaluation as long as there is enough free memory available. Garbage
collection interrupts program execution in order to copy or mark the live part of the heap so that the rest
is considered as free. This does not avoid memory exhaustion if not enough free memory is recovered to
continue execution. In that case the program simply aborts. The main advantage of this approach is that
programmers do not have to bother about low level details concerning memory management. Its main
disadvantages are:
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1. The time delay introduced by garbage collection may prevent the program from providing an answer
in a required reaction time.
2. Memory exhaustion may provoke unacceptable personal or economic damage to program users.
3. The programmer cannot easily reason about memory consumption.
These reasons make garbage collectors not very convenient for programming small devices. A possibility
is to use heap regions, which are disjoint parts of the heap that are dynamically allocated and deallocated.
Much work has been done in order to incorporate regions in functional languages. They were introduced
by Tofte and Talpin [12, 13] in MLKit by means of a nested letregion construct inferred by the compiler.
The drawbacks of nested regions are well-known and they have been discussed in many papers (see e.g. [4]).
The main problem is that in practice data structures do not always have the nested lifetimes required by
the stack-based region discipline.
In order to overcome this limitation several mechanisms have been proposed. An extension of Tofte and
Talpin’s work [2, 10] allows to reset all the data structures in a region, without deallocating the whole region.
The AFL system [1] inserts (as a result of an analysis) allocation and deallocation commands separated from
the letregion construct, which now only brings new regions into scope. In both cases, a deep knowledge
about the hidden mechanism is needed in order to optimize the memory usage. In particular, it is required to
write copy functions in the program which are difficult to justify without knowing the annotations inferred
later by the compiler.
Another more explicit approach is to introduce a language construct to free heap memory. Hofmann
and Jost [5] introduce a pattern matching construct which destroys individual constructor cells than can be
reused by the memory management system. This allows the programmer to control the memory consumed by
the program and to reason about it. However, this approach gives the programmer the whole responsibility
for reusing memory, unless garbage collection is used.
In order to overcome the problems related to nested regions, our functional language Safe has a semiexplicit approach to memory control: it combines implicit regions with explicit destructive pattern matching,
which deallocates individual cells of a data structure. In Safe, regions are allocated/deallocated by following a
stack discipline associated to function calls and returns. Each function call allocates a local working region,
which is deallocated when the function returns. Region management does not add a significant runtime
overhead because all its related operations run in constant time (see Sec. 2.3).
Notice that regions and explicit destruction are orthogonal mechanisms: we could have destruction
without regions and the other way around. This combination of explicit destruction and implicit regions
is novel in the functional programming field. However, destructive pattern matching is not relevant to this
paper. More details about it can be found in [7, 8]
Due to the aim of inferring memory consumption upper bounds, at this moment Safe is first-order. Its
syntax is a (first-order) subset of Haskell extended with destructive pattern matching. Due to this limitation,
region inference can be expected to be simpler and more efficient than that of MLKit. Their algorithm runs
in time O(n4 ) in the worst case, where n is the size of the term, including in it the Hindley-Milner type
annotations. The explanation of the algorithm and of its correctness arguments [9] needed around 40 pages
of dense writing. So, it is not an easy task to incorporate the MLKit ideas into a new language.
The contribution of this paper is a simple region inference algorithm for Safe. If polymorphic recursion is
not inferred, it runs in time O(n) in the worst case, being n as above, while if polymorphic recursion appears,
it needs time O(n2 ) in the worst case. Moreover, the first phase of the algorithm can be directly integrated in
the usual Hindley-Milner type inference algorithm, just by considering regions as ordinary polymorphic type
variables. The second phase involves very simple set operations and the computation of a fixpoint. Unlike
[9], termination is always guaranteed without special provisions. There, they had to sacrifice principal types
in order to ensure termination. Due to its simplicity, we believe that the algorithm can be easily reused in
a different first-order functional language featuring Hindley-Milner types.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In Sec. 2 we summarize the language concepts and part of its big-step
operational semantics. In Sec. 3 the region inference algorithm is presented in detail, including its correctness
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Figure 1: Simplified Safe
and cost. Section 4 shows some examples of region inference with region polymorphic recursion. Finally,
Sec. 5 compares this work with other functional languages with memory management facilities.

2
2.1

Language Concepts and Inference Examples
Operational semantics

In Fig. 1 we show a simplified version of the Safe language without the destruction facilities but with
region annotations. A program is a sequence of possibly recursive polymorphic data and function definitions
followed by a main expression e, using them, whose value is the program result. The abbreviation xi n stands
for x1 · · · xn . We use a, ai , . . . to denote atoms, i.e. either program variables or basic constants. The former
are denoted by x, xi , . . . and the latter by c, ci . . . etc. In general we allow pattern matching in function
definitions and also expressions in function applications, and we use them in the examples of this paper.
However, in order to simplify the presentation of the operational semantics and the typing rules we will omit
them there.
Region annotations are region type variables ρ, ρi . . . in datatype definitions and types, and region variables r, ri . . . in function definitions and applications, and in constructor applications.
Safe was designed in such a way that the compiler has a complete control on where and when memory
allocation and deallocation actions will take place at runtime. The smallest memory unit is the cell, a
contiguous memory space big enough to hold any data construction. A cell contains the mark of the
constructor and a representation of the free variables to which the constructor is applied. These may consist
either of basic values or of pointers to other constructions. It is allocated at constructor application time
and can be deallocated by destructive pattern matching. A region is a collection of cells, not necessarily
contiguous in memory. Regions are allocated/deallocated by following a stack discipline associated with
function calls and returns. Each function call allocates a local working region, which is deallocated when
the function returns.
In Fig. 2 we show those rules of the big-step operational semantics which are relevant with respect to
regions. We use v, vi , . . . to denote values, i.e. either heap pointers or basic constants, and p, pi , q, . . . to
denote heap pointers.
A judgement of the form E ` h, k, e ⇓ h0 , k, v means that expression e is successfully reduced to normal
form v under runtime environment E and heap h with k + 1 regions, ranging from 0 to k, and that a final
heap h0 with k + 1 regions is produced as a side effect. Runtime environments E map program variables
to values and region variables to actual region identifiers. We adopt the convention that for all E, if c is a
constant, E(c) = c.
A heap h is a finite mapping from fresh variables p to construction cells w of the form (j, C vi n ), meaning
that the cell resides in region j. Actual region identifiers j are just natural numbers denoting the offset
of the region from the bottom of the region stack. Formal regions appearing in a function body are either
region variables r corresponding to formal arguments or the constant self , which represents the local working
region. By h ] [p 7→ w] we denote the disjoint union of heap h with the binding [p 7→ w]. By h |k we denote
the heap obtained by deleting from h those bindings living in regions greater than k.
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Figure 2: Operational semantics of Safe expressions
The semantics of a program is the semantics of the main expression e in an environment Σ, which is the
set containing all the function and data declarations.
Rule App shows when a new region is allocated. Notice that the body of the function is executed in a
heap with k + 2 regions. The formal identifier self is bound to the newly created region k + 1 so that the
function body may create data structures in this region or pass this region as a parameter to other function
calls. Before returning from the function, all cells created in region k + 1 are deleted. In rule Cons a fresh
construction cell is allocated in the heap.

2.2

Region annotations

The aim of the region inference algorithm is to annotate both the program and the types of the functions
with region variables and region type variables respectively. Before explaining the inference algorithm we
show some illustrative examples.
Regions are essentially the parts of the heap where the data structures live. We will consider as a data
structure (DS) the set of cells obtained by starting at one cell considered as the root, and taking the
transitive closure of the relation C1 → C2 , where C1 and C2 are cells of the same type T , and in C1 there
is a pointer to C2 . That means that, for instance in a list of type [[a]], we consider as a DS all the cells
belonging to the outermost list, but not those belonging to the individual innermost lists. Each one of the
latter constitute a separate DS. A DS completely resides in one region. A DS can be part of another DS, or
two DSs can share a third one. The basic values —integers, booleans, etc.— do not allocate cells in regions.
They live inside the cells of DSs, or in the stack.
These decisions are reflected in the way the type system deals with datatype definitions. Polymorphic
algebraic data types are defined through data declarations as the following one:
data Tree a = Empty | Node (Tree a) a (Tree a)

The types assigned by the compiler to constructors include an additional argument indicating the region
where the constructed values of that type are allocated. In the example, the compiler infers:
data Tree a @ ρ = Empty@ ρ | Node (Tree a @ ρ) a (Tree a @ ρ)@ ρ
where ρ is the type of the region argument given to the constructors. After region inference, constructions
appear in the annotated text with an additional argument r that will be bound at runtime to an actual
region, as in Node lt x rt @ r. Constructors are polymorphic in region arguments, meaning that they can
be applied to any actual region. But, due to the above type restrictions, and in the case of Node, this region
must be the same where both the left tree lt and the right tree rt live.
Several regions can be inferred when nested types are used, as different components of the data structure
may live in different regions. For instance, in the declaration
data Table a b = TBL [(a,b)]

the following three region types will be inferred for the Table datatype:
data Table a b @ ρ1 ρ2 ρ3 = TBL ([(a, b)@ ρ1 ]@ ρ2 )@ ρ3
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In that case we adopt the convention that the last region type in the list is the outermost one where the
constructed values of the datatype are to be allocated.
After region inference, function applications are annotated with the additional region arguments which
the function uses to construct DSs. For instance, in the definition
concat []
ys
concat (x:xs) ys

= ys
= x : concat xs ys

the compiler infers the type concat :: ∀aρ1 ρ2 .[a]@ρ1 → [a]@ρ2 → ρ2 → [a]@ρ2 and annotates the text as
follows:
concat []
ys @ r = ys
concat (x:xs) ys @ r = (x : concat xs ys @ r) @ r

The region of the output list and that of the second input list must be the same due to the sharing between
both lists introduced by the first equation. Functions are also polymorphic in region types, i.e. they can
accept as arguments any actual regions provided that they satisfy the type restrictions (for instance, in the
case of concat, that the second and the output lists must live in the same region). Sometimes, several region
arguments are needed as in:
partition y [] = ([],[])
partition y (x:xs) | x <= y = (x:ls,gs)
| x > y = (ls ,x:gs)
where (ls,gs) = partition y xs

The inferred type is partition :: ∀ρ1 ρ2 ρ3 ρ4 .Int → [Int]@ρ1 → ρ2 → ρ3 → ρ4 → ([Int]@ρ2 , [Int]@ρ3 )@ρ4 . The
algorithm splits the output in as many regions as possible. This gives more general types and allows the
garbage to be deallocated sooner.
When a function body is executing, the live regions are the working regions of all the active function calls
leading to this one. The live regions in scope are those where the argument DSs live (for reading), those
received as additional arguments (for reading and writing) and the own self region. The following example
builds an intermediate tree not needed in the output:
treesort xs = inorder (makeTree xs)

where the inferred types are as follows:
makeTree
inorder
treesort

:: ∀aρ1 ρ2 .[a]@ρ1 → ρ2 → Tree a@ρ2
:: ∀aρ1 ρ2 .Tree a@ρ1 → ρ2 → [a]@ρ2
:: ∀aρ1 ρ2 .[a]@ρ1 → ρ2 → [a]@ρ2

After region inference, the definition is annotated as follows:
treesort xs @ r = inorder (makeTree xs @ self) @ r

i.e. the intermediate tree is created in the self region and it is deallocated upon termination of treesort.
The region inference mechanism will not lead to rejecting programs. It always succeeds although, of
course, it will not be able to detect all garbage. Section 3 explains how the algorithm works and shows that
it is optimal in the sense that it assigns as many DS as possible to the self region of the function at hand.

2.3

Region implementation

As we said above, the heap is implemented as a stack of regions. Each region is pushed initially empty, this
action being associated to a Safe function invocation. During function execution new cells can be added
to, or removed from, any active region as a consequence of constructor applications and destructive pattern
matching. Upon function termination the whole topmost region is deallocated. In Fig. 3 we show the main
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ReserveCell ()
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------
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Figure 3: The interface of the Safe Memory Management System.
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Cell
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Reg. 1
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Figure 4: A picture of the Safe Virtual Machine heap and fresh cells pool
interface between a running Safe program and the Memory Management System (MMS). It is written in
Java since the code generated by the Safe compiler is Java bytecode. The MMS maintains a pool of fresh
cells, so that ‘allocating’ and ‘deallocating’ a cell respectively mean removing it from, or adding it to the
pool.
Notice that access to an arbitrary region is needed in InsertCell , whereas ReleaseCell is only provided
with the cell pointer as an argument. We have implemented all the methods running in constant time by
representing the regions and the pool as circular doubly-chained lists. Removing a region amounts to joining
two circular lists, which can obviously be done in constant time. The region stack is represented by a static
array of dynamic lists, so that constant time access to each region is provided. Fig. 4 shows a picture of the
heap.
Tail recursive functions can very easily be detected at compile time so that a special translation for them
would not push a new empty region at each invocation, but instead reuse the current topmost region. This
translation (not yet implemented in our compiler) would not avoid consuming new cells at each invocation
but at least would consume a constant stack space in the region stack. Consuming constant heap space in
tail recursive functions is not feasible in general because any function invocation may freely access to regions
below the topmost one.
The Safe virtual machine has also a conventional stack where local variables are kept. The code generated
for function invocation guarantees that tail recursive functions always consume constant stack space. In this
respect, no special translation is needed.
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Figure 5: Typing rules for function definition and constructor application
decorProg :: Assumps -> Prog a -> (Assumps, Prog ExpTipo)
decorProg asInit (datas, defs, exp) = (as’,(datas’, concat defs’, exp’))
where (as,datas’) = decorDecsData asInit datas
groups
= groupBy sameName defs
(as’, defs’) = mapAccumL decorAndGenOuterDefs as groups
exp’
= decorAndGenMainExp as’ exp

Figure 6: A high-level view of the Hindley-Milner inference algorithm

3

The Region Inference Algorithm

The main correctness requirement to the region inference algorithm is that the annotated type of each
function can be assigned to the corresponding annotated function in the type system defined in [7]. The
main constraints posed by that system with respect to regions are reflected in the function and constructor
typing rules, shown in Fig. 5.
In rule [FUNB] the fresh (local) program region variable self is assigned a fresh type variable ρself that
cannot appear in the function result type. This prevents dangling pointers arising by region deallocation at
the end of a function call. The only regions in scope for writing are self and the argument regions.
Notice that region polymorphic recursion is allowed: inside the body e, different applications of f may
use different regions. We use gen(σ 0 , Γ) and tf  σ to respectively denote (standard) generalization of a type
with respect to type variables excluding region types, and instantiation of a polymorphic type.
The types of the constructors are given in an initial environment Σ built from the datatype declarations.
These types reflect the fact that the recursive substructures live in the same region. For example, in the case
of lists and trees:
[ ] : ∀a, ρ.ρ → [a]@ρ
(:) : ∀a, ρ.a → [a]@ρ → ρ → [a]@ρ
Empty : ∀a, ρ.ρ → Tree a@ρ
Node : ∀a, ρ.Tree a@ρ → a → Tree a@ρ → ρ → Tree a@ρ
As a consequence, rule [CONS] may force some of the actual arguments to live in the same regions.

3.1

A high-level view of the algorithm

Figure 6 shows a high-level view of the Hindley-Milner (abbreviated HM in the following) type inference
algorithm of the Safe compiler, written in Haskell, in which some parts have to do with region inference.
The first phase, decorDecsData, annotates the data declarations with region variables and infers the
types of the data constructors. These are saved in the assumption environment as. A fresh region variable is
generated for each non-recursive nested data type and one more for the type being defined, which is placed
as an additional argument of each constructor. Only the recursive occurrences are forced to have the same
region arguments. All the region variables are reflected in the type so that all the regions in which the
structure has a portion are known. In Sec. 2.2 we have shown some examples of the result produced by this
phase.
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decorAndGenOuterDefs Γ Defs = (Γ ∪ [f 7→ t+ ], Defs 00 )
where f
= extractFunctionName Defs
p
(Defs 0 , Eqs, Fresh expl , trec j ) = decorAndGenEqs Γ Defs
θ1
= solveEqs Eqs
t
= θ1 (type Defs 0 )
p
(θ2 , ϕj p )
= handleRecCalls t (θ1 (trec j ))
θ
= θ2 ◦ θ1
Rexpl
= θ(Fresh expl )
(θself , t+ , RegMap)
= inferRegions t Rexpl ϕj p
00
Defs
= annotateDef (θself ◦ θ) RegMap

Figure 7: HM-type and region inference for a single function
After this, the equations defs defining functions are grouped by function name, traversed, and their
HM-types and regions inferred for each function (algorithm decorAndGenOuterDefs, see below), accumulating
the inferred type in the assumption environment as in order to infer subsequent function definitions. Finally,
the main expression exp of the program is inferred, and decorated by decorAndGenMainExp (not shown).

3.2

Region inference of function definitions

Figure 7 shows in Haskell-like pseudocode the HM-inference process for a single function consisting of a list
Defs of equations. Let us call such function f .
We have a decoration phase decorAndGenEqs which generates fresh type and region type variables, and
equations relating types that have to be unified, but delays all the unifications to a subsequent phase. Some
of these equations correspond to the usual HM type inference, e.g. a = [b] → b, but some other unify region
type variables, e.g. ρ1 = ρ2 . The decoration phase generates a set Fresh expl of fresh region type variables
assigned to the region arguments of constructor applications and (already inferred) function applications.
This set will be needed in the second phase of region inference.
Unification equations are solved by solveEqs and handleRecCalls. The former solves all the equations in
the usual HM style except those related to the recursive applications of f , which are solved in a special way
by the latter. This is due to the fact that the type trec j of every application of f should be a fresh instance
of the HM type t of the function with respect to the region types. Each region substitution ϕj reflects this
fact by mapping the region type variables in t to those in trec j .
The next step is the application of the final substitution θ to the set Fresh expl of explicit region types
obtained above, obtaining the smaller set Rexpl . Then, the second and final phase, inferRegions, of region
inference is done. Its purpose is to detect how many explicit region arguments the (possibly recursive)
function f must have, and to infer which region types must be assigned to the local working region self .
This algorithm is depicted in Fig. 8 and explained in the next section. It delivers a substitution θself mapping
some region type variables to the reserved type variable ρself assigned to the local region self , a map RegMap
mapping some other region type variables to region arguments, and the extended function type t+ . The
last step adds these region arguments to the definition of f . The function’s body is traversed again and
the above substitutions and mappings are used to incorporate the appropriate region arguments to all the
expressions, including the recursive applications of f . Additionally, the final substitution θself ◦ θ is applied
to all the types.

3.3

Second phase of region inference

Algorithm inferRegions of Fig. 8 receives the type t obtained for the function f by the HM inference, the set
Rexpl of initial explicit region types, and the list of substitutions ϕj p associated to the recursive applications
of f . First, it computes the sets Rin and Rout of region type variables of respectively the argument and the
result parts of t. Let ρself be an additional fresh type variable for self .
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n

inferRegions t Rexpl ϕj p = ([ρ 7→ ρself | ρ ∈ Rself ], ti → ρk m → t0 , [ρk 7→ rj m ])
n
where ti → t0
= t
Rout
= regions t0
n
Rin
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Rarg
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0
0
(Rarg
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0
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− (Rout ∪ Rin )
m
0
ρk
= Rarg
computeRargFP Rin Rout Rarg Rexpl ϕj p
0
0
0
| Rarg == Rarg
= (Rarg
, Rexpl
)
0
0
ϕj p
| otherwise
= computeRargFP Rin Rout Rarg
Rexpl
Sp
0
where Rexpl
= Rexpl ∪ j=1 {ϕj (ρ) | ρ ∈ Rarg }
0
0
Rarg
= Rexpl
∩ (Rin ∪ Rout )

Figure 8: Second phase of the region inference algorithm
0
0
Given these three sets, the region inference problem can be specified as finding three sets Rexpl
, Rarg
and
Rself , respectively standing for the sets of final explicit region types, of region types needed as additional
arguments of f , and of region types that must be unified with ρself , subject to the following restrictions:
0
0
1. Rexpl
⊆ Rself ∪ Rarg
0
2. Rself ∩ Rarg = ∅

3. Rself ∩ (Rin ∪ Rout ) = ∅
4. Every recursive application of f is typeable

The first one expresses that everything built by f ’s body must be in regions in scope. The second and
third ones state that region self is fresh and hence different from any other region received as an argument
or where an input argument lives. These restrictions and the extension of (3) to Rout are enforced by the
typing rule [FUNB]. The last one can be further formalised by requiring that f ’s type, extended with the
0
, can produce type instances for typing all the recursive applications of f , each one
region arguments in Rarg
0
. So, in order to satisfy restriction (4) one
extended with as many region arguments as the cardinal of Rarg
must provide a decoration of each recursive application of f with appropriate region arguments, of region
0
types belonging either to Rself or to Rarg
, as restriction (1) requires.
0
0
In Appendix A we show that any sets Rexpl
, Rarg
and Rself satisfying these restrictions produce a version
of f which admits a type in the type system. The correctness of the type system with respect to the semantics
was established in [7]. There, we proved that dangling pointers arising from region deallocation or destructive
pattern matching are never accessed by a well-typed program.
0
0
Notice that an algorithm choosing any Rarg
⊇ Rexpl
and Rself = ∅ would be correct according to this
specification. But this solution would be very poor as, on the one hand no construction would ever be done
in the self region and, on the other, there might be region arguments never used. We look for an optimal
0
solution in two senses. On the one hand, we want Rarg
to be as small as possible, so that only those regions
where data are built are given as arguments. On the other hand, we want Rself to be as big as possible, so
that the maximum amount of memory is deallocated at function termination.

3.4

The kernel of the algorithm

Our algorithm initially computes Rarg = Rexpl ∩ (Rin ∪ Rout ), by using the set Rexpl of initial explicit region
types. Then, it starts a fixpoint algorithm computeRargFP (see Fig. 8) trying to get the type of f ’s recursive
applications as instances of the type of f extended with the current set Rarg of arguments. It may happen
0
that the set of explicit regions Rexpl
may grow while considering different applications (see the examples in
Sec. 4). Adding more explicit variables to one application will influence the type of the applications already
0
0
0
inferred. As Rarg
depends on Rexpl
, it may also grow. So, a fixpoint is used in order to obtain the final Rarg
0
0
and Rexpl from the initial ones. Due to our solution above, Rarg cannot grow greater than Rin ∪ Rout , so
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0
0
termination of the fixpoint is guaranteed. Once obtained the final Rarg
and Rexpl
, the set Rself is computed
0
0
0
as Rself = Rexpl − (Rin ∪ Rout ). Notice that Rarg = Rexpl ∩ (Rin ∪ Rout ) is an invariant of the algorithm.
We show below that these choices maximise the data allocated to the self region, which in turn maximises
the amount of memory reclaimed at runtime when the corresponding function call finishes. With respect to
the remaining DSs not being inferred to live in self , they will be allocated to the regions which are parameters
to the function being called. It is the caller function’s responsibility to determine where to put these DSs
by passing the suitable arguments. Since the caller function is also inferred by the algorithm, the parameter
assignment is done in such a way that the data allocated in the caller’s self region is also maximised. From
a global point of view, every cell not being created in the current topmost region (i.e. the region bound to
the self identifier) will be created in the highest possible region and hence, will be deallocated at the earliest
time allowed by the type system.

3.5

Correctness, optimality and efficiency

First we prove that the proposed solution satisfies the above specification:
0
0
0
1. Rexpl
⊆ (Rexpl
− (Rin ∪ Rout )) ∪ (Rexpl
∩ (Rin ∪ Rout ))
0
0
2. (Rexpl − (Rin ∪ Rout )) ∩ (Rexpl ∩ (Rin ∪ Rout )) = ∅
0
− (Rin ∪ Rout )) ∩ (Rin ∪ Rout ) = ∅
3. (Rexpl

The three immediately follow by set algebra. We will show now that it is optimal: let us assume a different
0
solution R̂self , R̂expl , R̂arg satisfying the above restrictions. Notice that Rexpl ⊆ Rexpl
by construction. Without loss of generality we can rename those variables in R̂expl which decorate copy expressions, constructor
0
applications and function calls differerent from f , so that such decorations coincide with those in Rexpl
. After
such renaming Rexpl ⊆ R̂expl . We can also rename the argument regions in recursive calls to f that also
n
0
0
appear in Rexpl
. For example, assume there is a recursive call decorated by Rexpl
as f :: ti → ρ01 → ρ02 → t.
n

If that recursive call was decorated by R̂expl as f :: t0i → ρˆ1 → ρˆ2 → ρˆ3 → t0 , then ρˆ1 would be renamed as
ρ01 and ρˆ2 as ρ02 .
0
0
0
We must show that R̂self ⊆ Rself and Rarg
⊆ R̂arg . Let us assume ρ ∈ Rarg
. By definition of Rarg
,
0
ρ ∈ Rexpl and ρ ∈ Rin ∪ Rout . By (3), ρ ∈ Rin ∪ Rout implies that ρ ∈
/ R̂self . Now we distinguish two cases:
ρ ∈ Rexpl As Rexpl ⊆ R̂expl , then ρ ∈ R̂expl . By (1) ρ ∈ R̂arg .
0
0
ρ ∈ Rexpl
− Rexpl If ρ ∈ R̂expl , then by ρ ∈ R̂arg . Otherwise, Rexpl
contains more explicit variables which are
0
also arguments of f than R̂expl . This case is not possible because Rexpl
is the least fixpoint of function
computeRargFP by construction. By (4), R̂expl is also a fixpoint of computeRargFP ; otherwise, the
recursive calls would not be typeable.
0
Consequently, ρ ∈ Rarg
. So, Rarg is as small as possible. By constraints (2) and (1), then Rself is as big
as possible.
Our sets are implemented as balanced trees, and operations such as ∪, ∩, and ‘−’ are done in a time in
Θ(n + m), being n and m the cardinalities of the respective sets, so each iteration of the fixpoint algorithm is
linear with the number of region type variables occurring in a function body. As it is done in [9], considering
as the term size n the sum of the sizes of the abstract syntax tree and of the HM type annotations, each
iteration needs time linear with this size. If several iterations are needed, these cannot be more than the
number of region type variables in Rin ∪ Rout . This gives us O(n2 ) cost in the worst case.

4

Examples

As a first example, consider the previously defined function partition. A region variable ρ1 is created for the
input list, so that it has type [Int]@ρ1 . In addition seven fresh type region variables are generated, one for
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each constructor application, let say ρ2 to ρ8 , and so Fresh expl = {ρ2 , . . . , ρ8 }. We show them as annotations
in the program just in order to better explain the example:
partition y [ ] = ([ ] :: ρ2 , [ ] :: ρ3 ) :: ρ4
partition y (x : xs) | x ≤ y = (x : ls :: ρ5 , gs) :: ρ6
| x > y = (ls, x : gs :: ρ7 ) :: ρ8
where(ls, gs) = partition y xs

The type inference rules generate the following equations relative to these type region variables: ρ2 = ρ5 ,
ρ3 = ρ7 , and ρ4 = ρ6 = ρ8 , so the initial Rexpl in this case is {ρ2 , ρ3 , ρ4 }. After unification, the type
of partition is Int → [Int]@ρ1 → ([Int]@ρ2 , [Int]@ρ3 )@ρ4 , so Rin = {ρ1 } and Rout = {ρ2 , ρ3 , ρ4 }. Then,
Rarg = {ρ2 , ρ3 , ρ4 }. Now we shall compare the type of the definition (augmented with the variables of Rarg )
and the type used in the recursive call, where the tuple (ls, gs) is assumed to live in the region ρ9 .
Definition: Int
Rec. call: Int

→ [Int]@ρ1
→ [Int]@ρ1

→ ρ2
→ ρ2

→ ρ3
→ ρ3

→ ρ4
→ ρ9

→ ([Int]@ρ2 , [Int]@ρ3 )@ρ4
→ ([Int]@ρ2 , [Int]@ρ3 )@ρ9

We obtain the region substitution ϕ = [ρ1 7→ ρ1 , ρ2 7→ ρ2 , ρ3 7→ ρ3 , ρ4 7→ ρ9 ]. As a consequence, the variable
ρ9 is made explicit, so Rexpl = {ρ2 , ρ3 , ρ4 , ρ9 }. The set Rarg does not change and hence the fixpoint has been
computed. We get Rself = {ρ9 } and the program is annotated as follows:
partition :: Int → [Int]@ρ1 → ρ2 → ρ3 → ρ4 → ([Int]@ρ2 , [Int]@ρ3 )@ρ4
partition y [ ] @ r2 r3 r4 = ([ ]@r2 , [ ]@r3 )@r4
partition y (x : xs) @ r2 r3 r4 | x ≤ y = ((x : ls)@r2 , gs)@r4
| x > y = (ls, (x : gs)@r3 )@r4
where (ls, gs) = partition y xs @ r2 r3 self

Notice that the tuple resulting from the recursive call to partition is located in the working region. Without
polymorphic recursion this tuple would have to be stored in the output region r4 , requiring O(n) space in a
caller region.
Another example is the dynamic programming approach to computing binomial coefficients by using
the Pascal’s triangle. We start from the unit list [1], which corresponds to the 0-th row of the triangle. If
[x0 , x1 , . . . , xi−1 , xi ] are the elements located on the i-th row, then the elements
of the i + 1-th row are given

n
by the list [x0 + x1 , x1 + x2 , . . . , xi−1 + xi , xi ]. The binomial coefficient m
can be obtained from the m-th
element in the n-th row of the Pascal’s triangle. Function sumList, computes the i + 1-th row of the triangle
from its i-th row:
sumList
sumList

(x : [ ]) = (x : [ ] :: ρ2 ) :: ρ3
(x : xs) = (x + y : sumList xs) :: ρ4

where (y : ) = xs

In the definition above we just show those region variables belonging to Fresh expl . Let us assume that
after unification the input list has type [Int]@ρ1 . In addition, the variables ρ2 , ρ3 and ρ4 are unified, so
Rexpl = {ρ2 } and the inferred type (without region parameters) for sumList is [Int]@ρ1 → [Int]@ρ2 . Hence
we get Rin = {ρ1 }, Rout = {ρ2 } and Rarg = {ρ2 }. We extend the signature of sumList to [Int]@ρ1 → ρ2 →
[Int]@ρ2 .
Next we analyse the recursive call. Since the inferred type for xs is [Int]@ρ1 and the type of the recursive
call’s result is [Int]@ρ2 , the type for sumList in this call is [Int]@ρ1 → [Int]@ρ2 . By pairing with the type of
sumList in the definition, we get that the additional argument needed in the recursive call also has type ρ2 .
Therefore, ρ2 is added to the set of explicit variables Rexpl . Since it was already in this set, Rexpl stays the
same as the one calculated previously and hence Rarg also does, so the fixpoint has been reached. Finally
we obtain Rself = ∅ and the function is annotated as follows:
sumList
sumList
sumList

(x : [ ]) @ r
(x : xs) @ r

:: [Int]@ρ1 → ρ2 → [Int]@ρ2
= (x : ([ ] @ r))@ r
= (x + y : sumList xs @ r) @ r
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where (y : ) = xs

Function pascal iterates over the initial list in order to get the desired row. Below we show the region
variables generated in constructor applications and in non-recursive function applications, just after type
unification:
pascal
pascal

0 = (1 : [ ] :: ρ1 ) :: ρ1
n = (1 : sumList (pascal (n − 1))) :: ρ1

The type inferred for pascal is Int → [Int]@ρ1 . Hence Rin = ∅, Rout = {ρ1 } and Rexpl = {ρ1 }, which
gives us an initial Rarg = {ρ1 }. The type signature for pascal changes accordingly to Int → ρ1 → [Int]@ρ1 .
Let us assume that the result of the recursive call to pascal has type [Int]@ρ2 . Therefore, the type of this
function in the recursive call is Int → ρ2 → [Int]@ρ2 . Since ρ2 is now made explicit, it is added to Rexpl ,
which now contains the region variables {ρ1 , ρ2 }. However, Rarg stays the same and hence the fixpoint has
been reached. Finally, we get Rself = {ρ2 } and the program is annotated as follows:
pascal
pascal
pascal

0 @r
n @r

::
=
=

Int → ρ1 → [Int]@ρ1
(1 : [ ] @ r)@ r
(1 : sumList (pascal (n − 1) @ self ) @ r) @ r

The resulting list from the recursive call to pascal will be destroyed once the calling function finishes.
Hence a function call pascal n has a cost of O(n) in space. Without polymorphic recursion the result of
every recursive call would be built in the output region r, which would imply a cost of O(n2 ) in space.

5

Related Work and Conclusions

The pioneer work on region inference is that of M. Tofte, J.-P. Talpin and their colleagues on the MLKit
compiler [13, 9] (in what follows, TT). Their language is higher-order and they also support polymorphic
recursion in region arguments. The TT algorithm has two phases, respectively called S and R. The Salgorithm just generates fresh region variables for values and introduces the lexical scope of the regions by
using a letregion construct. The R-algorithm is responsible for assigning types to recursive functions. It
deals with polymorphic recursion and also computes a fixpoint. The total cost is in O(n4 ). The meaning of a
typed expression letregion ρ in e : µ is that region ρ does not occur free in type µ, so it can be deallocated
upon the evaluation of e. Our algorithm has some resemblances with this part of the inference, in the sense
that we decide to unify with ρself all the region variables not occurring in the result type of a function. They
do not claim their algorithm to be optimal but in fact they create as many regions as possible, trying to
make local all the regions not needed in the final value. One problem reported in [11] is that most of the
regions inferred in the first versions of the algorithm contained a single value so that region management
produced a big overhead at runtime. Later, they added a new analysis to collapse all these regions into a
single one local to the invocation (allocated in the stack). So, having a single local region self per function
invocation does not seem to us to be a big drawback if function bodies are small enough. We believe that
polymorphic recursion has a much bigger impact in avoiding memory leaks than multiplicity of local regions.
So, we claim that the results of our algorithm are comparable to those of TT for first-order programs.
A radical deviation from these approaches is [4] which introduces a type system in which region lifetimes are not necessarily nested. The compiler annotates the program with region variables and supports
operations for allocation, releasing, aliasing and renaming. A reference-counting analysis is used in order to
decide when a released region should be deallocated. The language is first-order. The inference algorithm
[6] can be defined as a global abstract interpretation of the program by following the control flow of the
functions in a backwards direction. Although the authors do not give either asymptotic costs or actual
benchmarks, it can be deduced that this cost could grow more than quadratically with the program text
size in the worst case, as a global fixpoint must be computed and a region variable may disappear at each
iteration. This lack of modularity could make the approach unpractical for large programs.
Another approach is [3] in which type-safe primitives are defined for creating, accessing and destroying
regions. These are not restricted to have nested lifetimes. Programs are written and manually typed in a
C-like language called Cyclone, then translated to a variant of λ-calculus, and then type-checked. So, the
price of this flexibility is having explicit region control in the language.
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The main virtue of our design is its simplicity. The previous works have no restrictions on the placement
of cells belonging to the same data structure. Also, in the case of TT and its derivatives, they support higherorder functions. As a consequence, the inference algorithms are more complex and costly. In our language,
regions also suffer from the nested lifetimes constraint, since both region allocation and deallocation are
bound to function calls. However, the destructive pattern matching facility compensates for this, since it is
possible to dispose of a data structure without deallocating the whole region where it lives. Allocation and
destruction are not necessarily nested, and our type system protects the programmer against misuses of this
feature. Since allocation is implicit, the price of this flexibility is the explicit deallocation of cells.
In the near future we plan to extend Safe to support higher-order functions and mutually recursive data
structures. We expect high difficulties in other aspects of the language such as extending dangling pointers
safety analyses or memory bounds inference, but not so many to extend the region inference algorithm
presented here.

A

Correctness of the inference algorithm

In this section we establish the correctness of the last phase of the inference algorithm. The main idea is as
follows. For every choice of Rarg and Rself such that the following three conditions hold:
1. Rexpl ⊆ Rself ∪ Rarg
2. Rself ∩ Rarg = ∅
3. Rself ∩ (Rin ∪ Rout ) = ∅
then the corresponding program is well-typed with respect to the type system defined in [7]. This type
system guarantees the absence of dangling pointers due to the following mechanisms:
1. The topmost region deallocation at the end of a function call.
2. The explicit deallocation via a destructive pattern matching (case!).
The region inference algorithm explained in this paper can only generate correct programs with regard to
the first source of dangling pointers. The safety of the destructive pattern matching is dealt with elsewhere
[8]. For the purposes of this proof we shall do without the distinction between safe, condemned and in-danger
types. We shall use this simpler grammar for types instead:
τ

→
|
|

t →
|
|
σ

t
σ
ρ

{external}
{polymorphic function}
{region}

T si n @ ρj m
a
B

{algebraic}
{variable}
{basic: Int, Bool . . .}

→ ∀a.σ
| ∀ρ.σ
n
| ti → ρj m → t

In addition, we shall also ignore a few side conditions, since they are mainly related to the destructive
pattern matching and hence beyond the scope of this proof:
• Rules [EXTS] and [EXTD] allow the extension of a type environment Γ in a controlled way so as to
preserve an invariant of the type system (see [7] for more details). In this proof we are only interesed
in checking that the side condition x ∈
/ dom(Γ) holds. Nevertheless, we shall assume that the addition
of a variable to the environment may involve a further extension (that is, the ΓR being added).
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alt

→

a
| x@[ρ]
| x!
| f ai n [ti n →t]
| f ai n [ρj l ]
| C ai n [ρ]
| let x1 = 1 in 2
n
| case x of alt i
n
| case! x of alt i
n
→ C xi → 

{atom: literal c or variable x}
{copy}
{reuse}
{recursive function application}
{nonrecursive function application}
{constructor application}
{non-recursive, monomorphic}
{read-only case}
{destructive case}

Figure 9: Syntax for annotated expressions
• In the rule [REUSE], the condemned mark (!) of the x variable will be ignored. We assume that the
environment may contain more bindings in addition to that corresponding to x.
• In the rule [COPY] the side condition Γ1 ≥e Γ2 shall be understood as that Γ1 extends the environment
Γ2 . The v notation will be used in order to denote conservative extension of typing environments. In
our case, Γ2 v Γ1 .
• With respect to the rule [LET], the side condition utype?(τ1 , s1 ) is implicitly assumed. The Γ1  Γ2
operator only requires that common variables in Γ1 and Γ2 get the same type in both of them.
• In rules [APP] and [CONS], the ⊕ operator will be understood as ⊗.
• In rules [CASE] and [CASE!] the inh(!) conditions are ignored, as well as the side condition regarding
the absence of free occurrences of variables from R in each ei .
The first phase of the inference algorithm is a simple extension of HM type inference. The only subtlety
is the generation of fresh names for region type variables when needed and the generation of unification
equations regarding them. Due to its similarity with HM-inference, we are not interested in proving the
correctness of this phase, but the last one instead. Therefore we assume that it is correct and that it
generates an intermediate expression  as a result.
The syntax of  is given by the grammar in Fig. 9. The main difference with respect to region-free CoreSafe expressions is the existence of annotations in copy expressions and function/constructor applications.
Function applications are distinguished depending whether they are recursive or not. In the former case the
decoration contains the concrete type of the function in each call. In the latter case the decoration is a list
of the output type region variables that occur in the concrete type of f in each call. Copy expressions and
constructor applications are attached a type region variable that determines the region where the resulting
DS lives.
Besides this, the first phase of the inference algorithm ensures that the program is correct from the
HM-inference point of view. This is expressed by means of judgements Γ ``f  : t. Their intended meaning
is the following: the resulting annotated expression , which belong to the definition of the function f , has
type t under the type environment Γ. The derivation rules for ``f can be found in Fig 10. In the following
we already assume that the generated expression  is well-typed according to these typing rules.
Notice that, when inferring a function definition f xi n = e, the number of output region parameters is
unknown after the first phase. We only get this number after the set Rarg is computed. If Rarg = {ρ1 . . . ρm },
n
the type signature ti → t computed for f is enriched with these variables so as to get the type signature
n
n
m
ti → ρj → t. After this, we can substitute region type variables for the ti → t annotations of . This is
expressed by the matchRecCalls relation.
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[LITHM ]

Γ`
`f c : B

Γ + [x : t] ``f x : t

[VARHM ]

n

Γ + [x : t] `
`f x! : t

Γ(x) = T ti @ρj m ρ0

[REUSEHM ]

n

Γ ``f x@[ρ] : T ti @ρj m ρ

n

[COPYHM ]

n

[ai : ti ] + [f : σ] v Γ ti → t  σ
[APP-RHM ]
Γ`
`f f ai n[ti n →t] : t
n

n

[ai : ti ] + [g : σ] v Γ ti → ρj m → t  σ
Γ`
`f g ai n[ρj m ] : t
Σ(C) = σ

n

g 6= f

[APP-NRHM ]

n

[ai : ti ] v Γ ti → ρ → t  σ
[CONSHM ]
Γ ``f C ai n[ρ] : t

Γ`
`f 1 : t1 Γ + [x1 : t1 ] ``f 2 : t
[LETHM ]
Γ`
`f let x1 = 1 in 2 : t
n

∀i ∈ {1..n} : tij i → ρ → t0  σi
ni
∀i ∈ {1..n} : Γ + [xij : tij ] ``f i

∀i ∈ {1..n} : Σ(Ci ) = σi
Γ(x) = t0

n

Γ`
`f case(!) x of Ci xij ni → i : t

[CASEHM ]

Figure 10: Rules for ``f
Definition 1. Given a type signature σ, and two annotated expressions  and 0 , we say that the relation
n
matchRecCalls(σ, ) = 0 holds iff every annotation ti → t of  is substituted by the corresponding annotation
n
m
m
0
ρj in  , where ti → ρj → t  σ.
n

Once the annotations ti → t are removed. The final phase of the inference algorithm builds a function
R that maps region type variables (ρ) to region variables (r). This transformation produces a Core-Safe
expression (with regions) as a result and it is specified by the function annotateExp, defined as follows:
R
R
R
R
R
R

annotateExp
annotateExp
annotateExp
annotateExp
annotateExp
annotateExp

[[c]]
[[x]]
[[x!]]
[[x@[ρ] ]]
[[f ai n[ρj m ] ]]
[[let x1 = 1 in 2 ]]

annotateExp

[[case(!) x of Ci xij ni → i ]]

n

R

=
=
=
=
=
=

c
x
x!
x@R(ρ)
m
f ai n @R(ρj )
let x1 = e1 in e2
where e1 = annotateExp [[1 ]] R
e2 = annotateExp [[2 ]] R
n
= case(!) x of Ci xij ni → ei
where ei = annotateExp [[i ]] R

We use the notation regions(t) to denote the set of regions that occur in the type t. By abuse of
notation, we also use the same function applied to annotated expressions  in order to collect all the region
annotations of the form ρ and ρj m appearing in . Notice that if regions() ⊆ dom(R), then the result of
annotateExp [[]] R is defined.
n

Theorem 1. Let us assume Γ + [f : ti → t] ``f  : t0 . Let Rin , Rout , Rexpl , Rarg and Rself such that:
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Rin
Rout
Rarg
Rexpl

=
=
=
=

{regions(ti ) | i ∈ {1 . . . n}}
{regions(t)}
{ρ1 , . . . , ρm }, for some ρ1 , . . . ρm
n
regions(0 ), where matchRecCalls(ti → ρj m → t, ) = 0

and the constraint (1) shown above holds. Let us define R and e as follows:
R = [ρi 7→ ri m ] ∪ [ρ 7→ self | ρ ∈ Rself ]
e = annotateExp 0 R
then the following judgement can be derived by using the rules in [7] for some Γ0 w Γ:


n
Γ0 + f : ti → ρj m → t + [ri : ρi m ] + [self : ρself ] ` e : t0

(1)

Proof. By structural induction on 0 . We distinguish cases according to the form of 0 :
• Case 0 ≡ c.
The rule [LIT] of the type system allows us to derive ∅ ` c : B. We can extend the environment by
using the rules [EXTS] and [EXTD] in order to get the desired result (1).
• Cases 0 ≡ x and 0 ≡ x!.
In these cases x ∈ dom(Γ) and t0 = Γ(x), by the rule [VARHM ] (resp. [REUSEHM ]). In addition, we get
[x : t0 ] ` x : t0 by the rule [VAR] (resp. [REUSE]) of the type system. We can extend the environment
with the remaining bindings in Γ in order to derive (1) by using the rules [EXTS] and [EXTD] of the
type system. Hence we get Γ0 w Γ.
• Case 0 ≡ x@[ρ] .
We get ρ ∈ regions(0 ) and hence ρ ∈ Rexpl . By constraint (1) this implies ρ ∈ Rarg ∪ Rself .
– If ρ ∈ Rarg , then ρ = ρi for some i ∈ {1 . . . m}. Hence R(ρ) = ri and the resulting region annotated
l
expression is e ≡ x@ri . By the rule [COPY] of the type system we get Γ1 ` x@ri : T ti @ρj qρ for
l
some Γ1 that contains the bindings [x : T ti @ρj qρ0 , ri : ρ]. In particular we can derive (1), with
Γ0 having the following form:
l

Γ0 = [x : T ti @ρj qρ0 ] + [y : Γ(y) | y ∈ dom(Γ) − {x}]
By the rule [COPYHM ] it holds that Γ0 w Γ.
– If ρ ∈ Rself , then R(ρ) = self , which gives the region annotated expression e ≡ x@self as a
l
result. The rule [COPY] of the type system allows us to derive Γ1 ` x@ri : T ti @ρj qρself for
l
some Γ1 w [x : T ti @ρj qρ0 , ri : ρself ]. From this point we can apply the same reasoning as in the
case ρ ∈ Rarg , which proves the desired result.
• Case 0 ≡ g ai l @[ρ0 q ] , g 6= f . (Nonrecursive function application)
j

l

By rule [APP-NRHM ] we get Γ w [ai : t0i ] + [g : σ], where σ is the previously inferred type scheme for
l

q

g, and t0i → ρ0j → t0  σ. For each j ∈ {1 . . . q}, we know that ρ0j ∈ regions(0 ) = Rexpl . By using
the constraint (1) it holds that ρ0j ∈ Rarg ∪ Rself . Hence the result of annotateExp is well-defined and
q
q
gives e = g ai l @ rj0 as a result, for some rj0 . On the one hand, if ρ0j ∈ Rarg , then ρ0j = ρi for some
i ∈ {1 . . . m} and hence the corresponding rj0 is equal to this ri . On the other hand, if ρ0j ∈ Rself , then
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ρ0j = ρself and rj0 = self . The following judgement can be derived for some environment ΓR by using
the [APP] rule:
q

l

q

ΓR + [ai : ti ] + [rj0 : ρ0j ] + [g : σ] ` g ai l @ rj0 : t0
The enviroment used in this judgement can be further extended in order to get (1), with Γ0 being as
follows:
l
Γ0 = ΓR + [ai : ti ] + [g : σ] + [y : Γ(y) | y ∈ dom(Γ) − {ai l , g}]
It holds trivially that Γ0 w Γ.
• Case 0 ≡ f ai n @[ρ0 q ] . (Recursive function application)
j

n

Let σf be the type scheme ∀ρ α . ti → ρj m → t bound to f in the environment shown in (1). The
n
q
relation matchRecCalls(σf , ) = 0 holds for some  = f ai n[t0 n →t0 ] . This implies that t0i → ρ0j → t0 σf ,
i

n

which in turn forces q to be equal to m. By using the rule [APP-RHM ] on  we get Γ w [ai : t0i , f : σf ].
Moreover, for each j ∈ {1 . . . m} its corresponding ρ0j belongs to Rexpl . At this point, the same reasoning
can be applied as in the nonrecursive funcion application.
• Case 0 ≡ C ai l[ρ] .
Since ρ ∈ Rexpl , it holds that ρ ∈ Rarg ∪ Rself by the constraint (1). This implies that ρ ∈ dom(R). Let
r be the region variable bound to ρ in R. If ρ ∈ Rarg then r = ri for some i ∈ {1 . . . m}. If ρ ∈ Rself
then r = self . In any case the region annotated expression e has the form C ai l @ r.
l

q

By using the rule [CONSHM ] we get Γ w [ai : t0i ], Σ(C) = σ and t0i → ρ → t0  σ. These facts can be
used in conjunction with the rule [CONS] of the type system so as to get [ai : t0i ] + [r : ρ] ` e : t0 . The
typing environment can be further extended in order to derive (1) with Γ0 as follows:
l

Γ0 = [ai : t0i ] + [y : Γ(y) | y ∈ dom(Γ) − {ai l }]
from which it holds that Γ0 w Γ.
• Case 0 ≡ let x1 = 01 in 02 .
Let σf be the type signature bound to f in (1) and 1 , 2 two annotated expressions such that
matchRecCalls(σf , let x1 = 1 in 2 ) = 0 . Let us also denote by e1 and e2 their corresponding
region annotated expressions, so that e1 = annotateExp 01 R and e2 = annotateExp 02 R. The
[LETHM ] rule can be applied in order to get Γ ``f 1 : t1 and Γ + [x1 : t1 ] ``f 2 : t0 for some t1 . By
applying the induction hypothesis:


n
Γ1 + f : ti → ρj m → t + [ri : ρi m ] + [self : ρself ] ` e1 : t1
n
Γ2 + f : ti → ρj m → t + [ri : ρi m ] + [self : ρself ] ` e2 : t0
for some typing environments Γ1 and Γ2 , such that Γ1 w Γ and Γ2 w Γ + [x1 : t1 ]. Let us define Γ02 as
follows:
Γ02


=

Γ1 (x)
Γ2 (x)

if x ∈ dom(Γ1 ) ∧ x ∈ dom(Γ2 )
otherwise

It holds trivially that Γ v Γ02 , x1 ∈
/ dom(Γ2 ) and that all common variables in Γ1 and Γ02 have the
Therefore Γ01  Γ02 ` let x1 = e1 in e2 : t, where Γ01 = Γ1 +
same ntype inm both environments.
m
f : ti → ρj → t + [ri : ρi ] + [self : ρself ].
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p

• Case 0 ≡ case(!) x of Ci xij ni → 0i .
Let  be an annotated expression such that matchRecCalls(σf , ) = 0 . Then  = case(!) x of Ci xij ni → i
for some 1 , . . . , p . Besides this, for each i ∈ {1 . . . p} we denote by ei the corresponding region annotated expression such that ei = annotateExp 0i R. Since (by using the rule [CASEHM ]) we get
n
`f ei : t0 for each i ∈ {1 . . . p}, the induction hypothesis can be applied so as to get:
Γ + [xij : tij i ] `


n
Γi + f : ti → ρj m → t + [ri : ρi m ] + [self : ρself ] ` ei : t0
n

where Γi w Γ + [xij : tij i ]. Let us define tΓ be a type environment as follows:
"
tΓ = x : Γmin{i | x∈dom(Γi )} (x) | x ∈

p
[

#
ni

dom(Γi ) − {xij }

i=1

Since f , ri m and self belong to
 the domain of each Γi , they are contained within tΓ as well. Hence
n
tΓ = Γ0 + f : ti → ρj m → t + [ri : ρi m ] + [self : ρself ] for some Γ0 . By construction of tΓ, we get
Γ0 w Γ. Moreover, tΓ ` e : t0 , because of the remaining side conditions in rule [CASEHM ].

n

Theorem 2. Given a Core-Safe function definition (without regions) f xi n = , we assume Γ + [f : ti →
t] `
`f  : t. Let Rin , Rout , Rexpl , Rarg and Rself such that:
Rin
Rout
Rarg
Rexpl

=
=
=
=

{regions(ti ) | i ∈ {1 . . . n}}
{regions(t)}
{ρ1 , . . . , ρm }, for some ρ1 , . . . ρm
n
regions(0 ), where matchRecCalls(ti → ρj m → t, ) = 0

and the constraints (1), (2) and (3) shown above hold. If we define R and e as follows:
R = [ρi 7→ ri m ] ∪ [ρ 7→ self | ρ ∈ Rself ]
e = annotateExp 0 R
then the function definition f xi n @ rj m = e is typable under an environment Γ0 w Γ by using the rule
[FUNB], defined in [7].


n
Proof. By using Theorem 1, we get Γ0 + f : ti → ρj m → t + [ri : ρi m ] + [self : ρself ] ` e : t for some Γ0 .
The side conditions fresh(ρself ) and ρself ∈
/ regions(t) follow trivially from the constraints (2) and (3).
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